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DOES THIS SOUND FAMILIAR?
“This doesn’t help,” I thought, closing yet another book that claimed it could
improve my writing instruction. So many books I read advocated the “writing
process” as the only instructional method needed as long as students wrote
frequently. “Have them keep a daily journal,” these books suggested—but what
would I say to the student who had “nothing to write about?” “Have them share
their writing with peers,” suggested others—but how would that improve their
writing? And what should I direct them to say to each other? “Diagramming is
the gateway to writing excellence,” still others claimed; can you imagine Charles
Dickens diagramming all the sentences in A Christmas Carol before publication? I
just couldn’t grasp exactly what I should do to develop student writing capacity.
So, I changed direction and began to research what actual writers and
editors said about writing.
What I discovered dramatically changed my thinking about teaching writing. More
than two years later, Writer’s Stylus, a new professional development program
devoted to writing instruction, was introduced.
Writing is a transformational process; it is a skill that can be taught and learned by
using a well-planned strategy to craft raw material into influential communication.

Kevin D. Washburn, Ed.D.
Writer’s Stylus Author & Instructor
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COULD WRITING BECOME A CONDUIT FOR COMMUNITY?
What if every person in your community wrote with clarity and power?
Administrative agendas, instructional guidelines, classroom rules, notes to parents,
performance evaluations, progress reports, text messages, emails.
Writing is not just the English and Language Arts teachers’ domain.
Writer’s Stylus creates a writing community by building a common language
and a shared vision for well-crafted communication. In this program, writing is
a means of learning in EVERY discipline because skilled writing can influence
culture. Writer’s Stylus helps teachers and students discover written expression as
a vessel for their voice and intentionally strengthens the inextricable link between
thinking well and writing well.

“

Writer’s Stylus helps teachers
and students discover written
expression as a vessel for
their voice and intentionally
strengthens the inextricable

”

link between thinking well and
writing well.
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HOW DOES IT WORK?
Writer’s Stylus weaves together all essential components of writing and uses
a framework that equips teachers to implement best practices daily. Teachers
are empowered to be the writing expert in the room, and students grow
proportionally under their expertise.
Writer’s Stylus employs a vertically aligned plan for learning to mastery.
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VERTICAL ALIGNMENT CLARIFIES THE DIRECTION FOR EVERYONE
CHECKLISTS & RUBRICS
In Writer’s Stylus, checklists and rubrics provide skill focus for teachers and
accountability for students to achieve their best.
REVISION SKILLS
Mechanics, revision, and genre intertwine within each unit, influencing each
other and revealing purpose for each. When students learn specific mechanics
skills in order to revise, grammar is suddenly purposeful and not just a mundane
worksheet. Teachers don’t have to figure out how to put the pieces together.
ACQUAINTANCE & ANALYSIS
Exemplars written by authors demonstrate a standard for students to work toward.
Regular exposure to well-crafted pieces develops students who recognize quality
writing.
PREWRITING PROCESS
Students use an effective prewriting process to focus and organize their ideas.
Practicing this year after year encodes a way of organizing thoughts for effective
communication.
STUDENT-TEACHER CONFERENCING
Teachers learn to use checklists and rubrics to conduct effective conferences and
assess student understanding. Students are given clear steps and bite-sized goals.
Using checklists and rubrics makes learning transparent and teaches students that
writing is a process and that powerful communication is within reach.
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HOW DOES WRITER’S STYLUS MEASURE UP?
Is there evidence that Writer’s Stylus impacts student achievement?
Writer’s Stylus covers all genres present in standardized testing and more.
Students follow a process in each unit that enables them to “see” their thinking,
organize their thoughts with the audience and genre in mind, and write with focus
and clarity.
Since checklists and rubrics are used in every unit, and build year after year,
students have an internal checklist to reference and standards to consider while
completing standardized tests.
Students also practice writing on demand in every unit, so writing to reflect,
respond, and comprehend becomes second nature. Writing is a student’s
processing tool.
SCHOOL DATA & OBSERVATIONS

Loganville Christian Academy—Loganville, GA
Average Growth
2014-2017

Grade 3

Grade 4

Grade 5

avg/yr

over 3 yrs

avg/yr

over 3 yrs

avg/yr

over 3 yrs

1.23

3.7

1.325

5.3

1.525

6.1

Capitalization

-

-

1.8

-

2

4

Punctuation

-

-

1.9

-

1.9

3.8

Conventions of
Writing

-

-

1.6

-

1.8

3.6

Written Expression
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Briarwood Christian School—Birmingham, AL
Observation of growth over three years (2013-2016)
Grade 3

15-point (mean percent mastery) gain in Writing Mechanics (60 to 75),
exceeding both the Suburban (71) and Independent (73) mean scores

Grade 4

Writing Mechanics scores have remained steady (83), exceeding the
Suburban (73) mean score and near the Independent (86) mean score;
11-point gain in Writing Concepts (73 to 84), exceeding the Suburban
(80) mean score and near the Independent (87) mean score. NOTE: Scores
have increased as students have progressed from 4th grade to 6th grade
over the last several years in the following areas: Verbal Reasoning, Writing
Mechanics, Writing Concepts and Skills, Quantitative Reasoning, and
Mathematics.

Grade 5

7-point gain in Writing Mechanics (76-83). This exceeds the Suburban (74)
score and equals the Independent (83) mean score; 11-point gain in Writing
Concepts and Skills (76-87), compared to Suburban (88) and Independent
(89). This gain is significant for BCS.

Grade 6

12-point gain in Writing Mechanics (72 to 86), exceeding the Suburban (78)
score and coming within one point of the Independent (87) score; 10-point
gain in Writing Concepts & Skills (75 to 85), equaling the Suburban (85)
score and nearing the Independent (88) score. NOTE: Scores have increased
over the last three years in all areas of assessment. Significant gains have
occurred in Verbal Reasoning, Writing Mechanics, and Writing Concepts
and Skills. Sixth grade students, on average, have demonstrated an increase
in scores in their progression from 6th to 8th grade. Scores have increased
over the years in the following areas: Verbal Reasoning, Vocabulary (steady
at 83), Writing Mechanics, Writing Concepts and Skills, and Quantitative
Reasoning.

Grade 7

4-point gain in Writing Mechanics (76 to 80), exceeding the Suburban (76)
mean score. The Independent score is 87.

Grade 8

4-point gain in Writing Mechanics (76 to 80), exceeding the Suburban score
(76). The Independent score is 87; 5-point gain in Writing Concepts and
Skills (75 to 80). The Suburban mean score is 90 and the Independent is 89.

NOTE: In Fall 2013, Briarwood Christian School implemented the Comprehensive
Testing Program (CTP) for grades 3-8. Grades 3-6 teachers received Writer’s Stylus
training June 2012, and grades 7-8 teachers in June 2015.
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HOW DOES WRITER’S STYLUS COMPARE?

Writer’s Workshop Units of Study

Writer’s Stylus

Grammar is not integrated and up to the
teacher to teach separately.

Grammar is vertically aligned and
purposefully integrated for utilization in
writing.

Teaches students the craft of writing
through units based around genres.

Teaches students the grammar necessary
to use the craft. Helps students learn the
craft of writing through learning revision
skills. Each revision skill is clearly defined
by a checklist and rubric showing the
growth in understanding and utilizing
the revision skill.

Uses mentor text to show students what
the craft looks like used by professional
authors.

Acquaintance & Analysis pieces written
by professional authors are used to focus
student attention on one revision skill.
Students can underline and highlight
elements of the writing they recognize,
further helping them sort and organize
their understanding of revision skills
they have learned.
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Writer’s Workshop Units of Study

Writer’s Stylus
Students use the writing process to
author stories.
Students are given choice to integrate
their own interests and ideas into their
writing.

Uses the writing process for students to
author stories.

Students practice the skills in isolation
and through integrated practice to
develop a deeper level of understanding
before applying the skills while writing.
This gives students more confidence
applying their new learning when
writing.

Students are given choice to integrate
their own interests and ideas into their
writing.
Teachers use mini-lessons to provide
students with information, modeling,
and mentor text examples for students
to apply while writing.

New learning is boiled down into
checklists and rubrics for students to use
and hold themselves accountable to use
their new learning when writing.

Teachers conference with students to
provide instructive feedback and hold
students accountable to utilizing the
information provided in mini-lessons.

Teachers conference with students
to provide instructive feedback and
guide students in using the checklists
and rubrics to self-assess their level of
understanding and application in their
writing.
Students learn to organize and focus
their thinking before writing. They
practice seeing their thoughts, thinking
about their audience and the purpose of
their writing, as well as creating a vision
statement to keep them focused while
writing. The prewriting thinking process
is built into every unit and built upon
year by year to help develop students’
ability to organize and focus their
thoughts.

Students prewrite using a variety of
teacher-chosen graphic organizers.

CONTINUED
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Writer’s Workshop Units of Study
Students publish and share their best
piece of writing.
Teachers use a rubric to assess student
learning.

Writer’s Stylus
Students publish and share their writing.
The rubric that guides the students
the entire unit is used to assess their
learning.

Genres are visited year after year with
new learning attached to further
develop student understanding of the
craft within each genre.

Learning is retained year to year due
to the vertical design and the brain
research used to help students access
prior knowledge through pattern
statements. The rubrics and checklists
are elaborated upon each year as
students grow as writers, expand their
understanding of grammar, and learn to
utilize the revision skills on deeper levels.

Students respond to an on-demand
writing prompt at the beginning and
end of the unit to measure growth of
student learning within the unit.

Students have on-demand writing
opportunities throughout the unit to
process their thinking and learning.
Teachers utilize best practices for
teaching writing in every unit, every day.

Is built upon best practices for teaching
writing but does not utilize all brain
research regarding how the brain learns.

Each unit is built with a framework that
is aligned with how the brain learns.
By using this framework, students are
engaged because they see the purpose
in learning. Students are also set up
to feel successful applying the new
knowledge. Learning is retained year to
year due to the vertical design and the
brain research utilized to help students
access prior knowledge through pattern
statements. The rubrics and checklists
are elaborated upon each year as
students grow as writers, expand their
understanding of grammar, and learn to
use the revision skills on deeper levels.
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ONLINE & PRINT RESOURCES
Student Portfolios for grades 3-6 are available to every certified Writer’s Stylus
classroom. The online teacher’s manual—the Writer’s Stylus Teacher Tablet—
provides direction for every unit, includes unit assessments, and recommended
rubrics for easy reference.

After completing Writer’s Stylus training, every teacher will have access to the
online Writer’s Stylus Unit Design Tool. More than 100 fully customizable
rubrics for every skill and genre give teachers the ability to adjust expectations or
increase challenge based upon student needs.
An online video collection of revision skills provide instruction and modeling
for teachers to reference and to use in the classroom at any time.

TRAINING THAT TRANSFORMS
The Writer’s Stylus Basic Course is a highly interactive, 3-1/2 day* professional
development event for school leaders and K-12 teachers of all academic
disciplines. Every attendee writes during training. So, without exception, personal
and professional transformation takes place during training because that’s the
power of well-informed writing. Learn to write, and write to learn.
Join a growing community of writers that is developing a generation of skilled
writers who can confidently craft communication for cultural influence.
* Days 1-3 are required for all attendees. The last 1/2 day is required only for teachers of English,
Language Arts, and Writing.
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A TRUE STORY
[parent to Writer’s Stylus teacher] So, my daughter comes bouncing
in the car this afternoon like a child on fire, talking about you calling
her to the library to talk with the guy who teaches everyone about
the writing class about the story she wrote and it was videoed. Now,
hoping you can explain it all in a little more detail because I’m not
getting much from her and her high pitch excitement.
[teacher to parent] Yes! It’s true! Dr. Kevin Washburn was at school
today working with us on implementation for the Writer’s Stylus
program. He filmed a training video on how to coach one-on-one,
and we selected your daughter’s paper for him to review. He was
blown away by the imagery in it, her writing, as well as her incredibly
insightful observations. He gave her some tips for further crafting her
paper, including revising for repetition and pronoun agreement. What
a wonderful thinker you have! It is my pleasure to continue to hone
her ability to express herself!
[parent to teacher] Well that’s pretty awesome. :). She is a creative,
imaginative child, always has been and I am glad she has you to help
her. Her daddy was an English major and can write a story that blows
your mind, then being an art minor, illustrate it. But he’s a computer
genius instead. Our daughter writes us plays and stories so I’m sooo
glad it’s receiving this kind of nurturing.
Thank you so much for bringing this program to the school because
I think, particularly in the technological world we are in, the art of
writing well can easily be lost. Made my day!
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WHAT STORYDOES YOUR WRITING PROGRAM TELL?
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